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بارم

سؤاالت

محل مهر یا امضاء مدیر

I. Vocabulary :
A : Fill in the blanks with the words given . There is one extra word .
a.proud – b.flexible – c.concentration –d. leaned –e. patterns – f.survive – g.trap

1. Children are usually ……………… because they can easily bend and stretch their bodies .
3

2. Greenhouse gases ……………….. heat in the air and make the earth warmer.

1

3. Being……………….suggests that one has a high opinion of himself .
4. The boy …………….his bicycle against the wall and then went into the shop.
5. A few people could ………….. from the stong earthquake .
6.A loud conversation in the next room disturbed my………………………… .
B : Match the following definitions in column (A) with the words in column (B) .
There is one extra item in column (B) .
A
B
7. depends (
1

)

a. firmly

8. state of being worried (
9. in a strong way (

)

b. nervousness

)

11. give special importance to sth (

2

c. rattle
)

e. relies
g. emphasize

C : Choose the correct choice .
11. During exercise , your body ………. Endorphins , chemicals that create a happy feeling .
a. increases
b. releases
c. decreases
d. influences

2

12. It is very important to stay ………… during an earthquake .
a. anxious
b. nervous
c. calm
d. excited
13. The ……….. on his face showed that he was quite happy .
a. expression
b. relation
c. communication

3

d. function

14.Breathing means taking air into your ……………………. and sending it out again.
a. lungs
b. vessels
c. muscles
d. mind
II. Grammar :
A : Choose the correct choice .
15. Does his father allowed him ………….. TV after finishing his work ?
1.1

a. watch

b. to watch

c. watches

d. watching

16. The men ………… in this factory get good salary .
a. working

b. who work

c. worked

d. are working

4

17. You should work and study ……….. you stay here or not .
a. since

b. when

c. as

d. whether

18. In some countries , people ……….. the environment are punished .
a. polluting

b. which pollute

c. polluted

d. are polluted

19. We stayed at home and rest ……………… we were tired .
a. whether

b. since

c. when

d. while

21. Your brother has ………….. experience to do the job well .
a. such

b. enough

c. so

d. too

B :Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs in parentheses .
21. The teacher let the students ………………… a speech during the term . ( give )
2

22. You can add excitement to your life by ………………….… on a trip . ( go )

1

23. Did you make him …………………... his homework in your room ? ( do )
24. I forced my sister …………………..……… her math problems . ( solve )
C: Use so , such / such a (n) , enough , or too in the blanks in the following sentences .
25. The wind was ……………………….. strong that it destroyed the whole village .
1

26. They were ……………………………. beautiful flowers that we decided to pick them .

6

27. The coffee is ………….…………….. hot to drink .
28. I have ………………..…….. money to buy a house.
D: Change the following adjective clause to adjective phrase .

92-

92-The cars which were repaired yesterday are theirs .
92-………………………………………………………………….
2

E.Combine the sentences with one of conjunctions 'when or as'

7

03-I was listening to the radio. I drove my car.
03-……………………………………………………………………..
III. Sentence Function :
Match the items in column (A) with the appropriate phrases in column (B) to make meaningful
sentences . There is one extra item in column (B) .
A
2

B

31. During an earthquake …………

a. cross your arms .

32. Computer is useful for us ………….

b. plan family emergency procedures .

33. If you want to involve your audience …..…

c. ask them questions .

34. Before an earthquake ………….

d. Stay away from buildings.

8

e. because it does the jobs very fast
IV. Comprehension :
1.1

A : Sentence Comprehension : Read the following sentences and choose the
correct choice .

9

35. A smile on your face permits your audience to know that you are human and
trustworthy, giving them more reasons to accept your ideas.
The above sentence means that a speaker should……………………
a) Try to laugh in front of the audience.
b) Ask the audience to accept his ideas.
c) Know that he is human.

d)build a warm and positive relationship with the audience
36. The plates of the crust of the Earth move along smoothly but sometimes they stick together
and create pressure . The pressure increases and the rock bends until it breaks .
These sentences show ………………. .
a. how the pressure increases
b. what the layers of the Earth are
c. how an earthquake happens
d. what kinds of rocks are in the crust
37. You need calories for all of your body’s functions, whether it is things you think about
doing, like brushing your teeth, or things you never think about doing, like breathing.” This
means that . . . . . . .
a. calories are needed for most body functions
b. brushing and breathing need the same amount of calories
c. we should think while brushing our teeth
d. whatever we do we’ll need food
B : Cloze Passage :
Fill in the blanks with the given words .
The burning of gasoline is one of the biggest sources of carbon monoxide in the
atmosphere . Some people ….........03……..that CO is causing global temperature .
They think CO makes the ozone layer thin, which……….02……..us from the sun's
rays . So try to walk by using, bicycle , or use ……….. 03………transportation .
1

And if you drive a car, drive at a …….04………. speed this is more

11

……………09………..than speeding up and slowing down .
03) a) believe

b)remove

c)hope

02) a)prevents

b)produce

c)prepare

03)

b)private

c)general

a)public

04) a) low

b)high

09) a) effective

b)sufficient

c)constant
c)expensive

d)attend
d)provides
d)central
d)slow
d)active

C:Fill in the blanks with the words from the list below . There is one extra word .
a.react– b.audience – c.activities – d.message –e.seconds – f.eye– f.ability - h.notes

Good eye contact helps your ………00……… feel more relaxed and builds
1.1

confidence in your speaking ………00……….. .Keep eye contact by knowing
your speech so well that you need to have a quick look at your
………04………only from time to time.

11

Find a few friendly faces in the audience that ……04……... to your
…………04…………..and concentrate on giving your speech to them .Keep
……03……. contact for four to five ……02………..at a time ,and then move to
someone else.

D: Read the following passage and answer the questions as required.
Two different types of educational systems developed in ancient Greece. In
Sparta, the government encouraged games, exercises, and athletics. Boys lived in
camps and were trained in wars and may not have learnt to read or write, since
these were considered unsuitable for a soldier. But music and dance were
regarded as useful skills for a military man, and were therefore part of a
Spartan’s education. Girls received a similar training to boys, although they did
not leave home.
In contrast to the Spartan ideal of military skills, the people of Athens stressed
a well-rounded education, both in the arts and in physical skills. The schools
were private but cheap, and even the poorest people could send their children,
at least for a couple of years. Athenian girls did not attend school but were
taught at home. Boys learned to read and write, to develop an interest in music,
poetry, and other arts, and to take part in physical exercises and games.
1.1

Homer’s epic poems, the Odyssey and Iliad, were taught to all pupils: as soon as
the children were able to write, the teacher would dictate passages from Homer
for the children to write down, memorize, and later act out.
43- The Spartan boys were unlikely to learn to read and write because …
a) the government didn’t encourage any education
b) these subjects were thought to be not much useful
c) music and dance were regarded to be more related to arts
d) there were only two educational systems in ancient Greece
44- The pronoun “these” in the first paragraph refers to… .
a) wars

b) camps

c) Spartan boys d) reading and writing

49- According to the passage, which statement is NOT true?
a) The Athenian boys had more chance to study arts.
b) Boys could learn to read and write in Athenian schools.
c) Athenian girls were taught at home because they didn’t want to attend
school.
d) The private schools were cheap even for poor families.
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کلید

3. a.proud

4. d. leaned

5. – f.survive
1

6. c.concentration
7. e. relies

8. b. nervousness

11. b. releases
15. b. to watch

11. g. emphasize

13. a. expression

16. a. working

14. a. lungs

17. d. whether

3

4

22.going
26.such

2

18.a. polluting

21. b. enough

21.give
25.so

9. a. firmly

12. c. calm

19. b. since

رد

2. – g.trap
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24.to solve

23.do
27.too

5

28.enough

6

92 The cars repaired yesterday are theirs
7

03 I drove my car as I was listening to the radio.
31. d.
35.d

32.e

33.c

36.c

38. a) believe

34.b

8

37.a
39. a)prevents

9

04. a)public

41. Constant
11

42. effective
43. b.audience

44. f.ability

47. d.message

48. f.eye

51.b

51.d

45. h.notes
49. e.seconds
52.c

46. a.react
11

12

